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gadividuals Annnymous is a small group of people who are soon
oing to set up meetings and disgusions.FRom these gatherings
we hope to bring up ideas for future activeties.
y
This booklet-type thing is designed to make you think about
issues and so you have your own conclusions and not anybody e
lses.
s
We soon hopgyto get more varied contributions for INDIVID
and if anyone wants to add anything to future editions please
let us know.
CHEERS
Jackie veevers
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HOW ANARCHISTS DIFFER FROM OTHER POLICAL FACTIONS.i

\

what you are disagreeing with:ANARCHYand MARXISM.....
Karl Marx is the main influence to communists around the
world.His belifes(outlined best inR"The Communist MANefesto")
set the tone for communist thought and action around the world.

People who take bits of what Manx said and alter some of th- A
em are called "REVISIONISTS".Other philosophies revole aroun-

d what M OA,LENIN AND TROTSKY siad,they belive

Hmat the wo-

rking class will rise up and ove throw the landowners,bosses
leaders and judiciary and will Eaen have a strict leadership

ca1led"THE DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT"!1

This means that the leaders of the revolution wil1,for a
short time,have a pieriod of strict leadership to ensure that the bosses and the army,(called COUNTER REVOLUTIONARIES),
will not try to take back power.Once all of the counter re
volutionaries have been "delt with",then this dictatorship
will Weithar away and the age of true communism will begin.
There,that's as unbiased as I can bear it....NOW:
HOW MOST ANARCHISTS DIFFER.
Any violent revolutionwill result in establishing a new rul
ing party.VIOLENCE IS POWER. Wether it's the biggest-muscles
or the biggest missle,it‘s the same game.Marxists hope to so
ize power.Anarchists hope to destroy it.Anarchists belive that people are not born evil,but are currupted by theirenvir—

oment and the power games within it,...Marxists share the belife in human decentcy,but they think that they can use power and use control for good purposes without beingcurrupt
and deflected from their goal.
YOU CANNOT FORCE PEOPLE TO BE EQUAL.EQUALITY,PEACE ANDF?
FREEDOM WILL HAPPE@ WHEN THE PEOPLE WANT IT AND CAN ACHIEVE
IT.NOT BECAUSE THE LOCAL WORKERS‘ UNION TELLS THEM TO CREATE
ITI;**!
How can you have an equal society,a"classless"society when you have got a bunch of self confessed dictators at the

top.If you've got a bunch of subversives organizeing revolt
amounst the workers then any sot of uprising is going to be
sexist,racist,aurthori+arian,inherently uneqal and silly be—
cause you have to change the people first.The first step is
to change yourself and those around you,start with living
life according to YOUR principles.

YOU CAN'T nssrnov THE SYSTEM IMEDEATELY!

THISis call d non-violent rovolution.This doesn't mean. fighting a traditional revolution without weapons,it means subverting the state.......
STARTING WITH YOU!
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*****************************************************
Many people are unclear as to the differences in belifes held byAnarchist/Libertarians and,say,Marxists and Communists.
In this article I hope to makefas clear as possible the difé
ferences between Anarchists and Communists.So even if you don't agree with Anarchist philosophy,you will at least know
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YOU ARE A PRODUCT OF THE MEDIA;
-Ir

Paint your face,shave your legs,shave your armpi-

ts,wear high shoes that give you blisters,bunions and agonizing pain up and down your legs.Wear tight jeans you can't sit down in,wear a nylon b-

ra

which gives you shape ,buy highly priced tam-

pons to make rich men richer.Spend.Fachion.Trends.You ar
e trussed like an oven ready chicken into the medias‘

c-

|

oncept of beauty.Is it beauty when all you can think abo

1-r
'

\-

ut is your aching feet,beauty,when you can‘t rub your eyes for fear of smudging your mascara?Beauty when stubb-

ll

le pokes through your nylon tights.YOU ARE A TOY,A PUPPET.Pre-packed and ready for consumpion by the ideal par-

tener.And worst of all,he expects this"beauty" because

he is just as much of a sex stereotype as you are.
QUESTION EVERY ANSWER. E.G.QUESTION;lwalk down the road,some men are digging a hole
in the road.
“Hello darling“

"She looks nice“

“Get‘em off"
I don't wear high heals.I don't wear make-up.My hair is-

nt super soft.I am not what they told me to be.BUT I AM
STILL LABELED AS A MANS‘ PLAYTHING.What can I do?
ANSWER:TYPICAL MEN SISTER1Try hurling some of their ab-

use back at.them.Make the first move to cast off their
sugar sweet image.Now show the world‘

that you are a s-

trong woman,a person in her own rig

played with and insulten by men.££

g

a toy to be

.-cg‘*5 ~_2_

.-.‘>&'

A womans place is where ever she feels happy.So is a m—

_

ans.The feminst movement can be as sexist as the male 0-

rientated society it is trying to fight.You know the sor
t of thing "WORKSHOP ON SEXISM WOMEN ONLY".There are man
v positive sides to the movement,which are obious.But tnegative side is its eliteism.Surely an anti sexist organizeation that hopes to achieve any thing must opperat—

e for men and women.

t

AS AN ARTICLE IN "FREEDOM"RECENTLY STATED:
in "4
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IT'S ALWAYS SOMEBODY ELSE'S FAULT. You have heard it all before
yourself "There's no work because of the blacks"
"The Jews have got all the money"
I
"Bloody Arabs- buying up half of London"
N Who built the divisions in the first place,who decieded where those barriers should exsist.Sure ysome borders exsist on
geographical lines but others don‘t.Take most of central Eu— s
rbpeiwho decides where France ends and Spain begins?Germany
Austria?Swizerland?Wales?The border between Ulster and the

e

Irish Repubublim runs through villages-walk down the road and you are in a different country.Think of the border between East and west Germany.These divisions which keep us apart
L
are purely artificial ones to keep use separate and prevent us from creating some sense of unity,to keep us from trusting the unknown "THEM" on the other side of the fence.
"THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING,THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING!!!"

How many RUSSIANS DO YOU KNOW?AGRESSIVE BUNCH ARE THEY????
Think also about the NF/BM atempting to. claim British racial purity and demanding that we must keep our race,whioh they say is the bast,from singling with other lesser races.Just look at the history books?!!The British race is the most-

bastardized race in the west.WE.have had the Vikings,the Normans,the ROMANS and countless other races coming over here t-

hrought histoy.

RACIAL PURITY IS A MYTH.ALWAYS HAS BEEN.

There is evidence coming from studies to suggest that humanlife as we know it originally came from Africa and spread outwards round the world from there.If that is true,then all-

but the Aficans are immigrants.
Just how far are back are the NF/BM prepared to go to prove that someone is "British".No-one can guarantee that their family for aslong as it as exitsed,has lived in Britaian‘
and as bred exolusivly from UKdecended peop1e.If you use the-

counter argument that if you are born here then you are Britsh then blacks,Asians,whites and "couloreds" should all have
the same rights and opportunities and start from equal fositions.
It is worrying how many self confessed racists like reggae,blues,soul and ska.How can they not see the contradadictionIThe music and other things:food,philqsophy and clothes
come as a direct result of culture which is4blaimed to be a
threat to our-soceitys‘ own culture.That culture is purly white,male and capitalist.Iwelcome any alternative with open
arms.
Think-ifyou can stand it about the royal wedding.The packageing.The neat little production job designed to smother I
the governd and stiffle anything everything,I can't work out
which Fleet sreet jornal out-arselicked the other can you-???
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A lot of people have heard the enviromentalist arguments
agaisnt nuclear power,and,whilst these are‘all incredibl
y important,I think it would be worthwhile to shift thee
debate to look at the issue in a totaly different way{"
in

.4

|I

The excuse that nuclear power gives the state to suppre—
ss freedoms.Nuclear power makes for a more centralized
state~an entirely secret police force,to protect the u—
rainium from theft for bomb manufacture,also have the
I

In

II

__.,

knack of sealing the public from what is going on_inside
.

.*

the pewer stations.It seems ironic that the police force
are primarily {her to stop terroists getting hold ef"b0—
mbs.whi1e the state st the same

time is using the fast

breeder reactors ts increace its nuclear stockpile.The t

hought of terroists owning bombs is appalling but the ié

dea of the goverment owning them is supposed to be reasuringiitilft seemsthe label “terrorist” depents on whic-

h side mt the fence yﬁﬁﬁ on.I have no illusions about d»
ying e noble death.Idon't care wether i die from a trigger happy Heegansl

whim or for a glorious revolutionary

martydom for some violent rebels dreamal want to live.

The actual mechanical process involed in nuclear poe

wer is so complex that it can only be truly grasped by
a very select few physicists.This ensures that people are keept in the dark.And who are these men answerablr to
themselves???The goverment???AND THEY WONDER WHY I'M SO

wORRIED}1*1
Look at the way alternative energy sources are shown
to be impractical.Anything not "nuke",just doesn't work.
It is because msny,if not all of the"soft energy"altern+

atives are de~centralized and require no huge heirarchy
to run it.

-

I

you don't need a police force to protect it.The sorII

ces will last as long as the earth does.It is a very low
risk.Minimal waste,if any.It is easy to understand and r

epair.It's resourcesare not concentrated.SOUNDS GREAT,
DOESNT IT?
Then why isnt it being developed?Where is the fin-

ance?Nowhere.Why?—Because there's no money in it.A de-centralized power system cannot_be owned or controled bye
anyone from way~on-high.NU PROFITS and NO POWER GAMES~
and it breaks down the monopoly of multy—nationals andi
actually gives the people some say
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(Youth Campaign agaﬂlst uﬁanpbymem)

I "WHO WANTS TO worm ANYWAYuI
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can hear you all say,but s-
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.ome young people flnd
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oring and most people find
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it hard to live of dole mo-
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job.The trouble is,if you
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to look resectable????Anywa
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I y,as we all know,jobs are v.
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do find a job,how do you g-
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ery scarce.so there is an organisation called"youth camaign agiasnt unemployment"rIwas given some info about it
so here you have it:

The Peoples March For Jobs last may aroused enormous Sympathy and suppobt in every town.In every part of the c0untry,the youth in p1PtiCUl&Ply have been savagely hit
by the tories disastorous policies.The figure for unemployment now is 3Zmillion

.School leavers are facing the

prospect of never having a job(not that they'd want the

jobs which are goinge.g.dead end factory work)as long as
the profit system hangs round their necks.Even the peopl
es march as faced cold attitude of the tories,when,echoi

ng,the attitude ofthe tories to the hunger marches Of th
e 1930's, the tory contrlled Warrington ooncil refused
to accomodate the march overnight.
I myself,personally,do not want to work for this sys
tem as i think it is conforming,

and as we all know that

conformism is death,but there are some youth who would
like to have a job.Our aim is to make the

/outh realize

that there is more to life than working(1ike overthrowin
g the goverment and trying to ban bombs)but if you want

to know a bit more about YCAU this is their address:
YIGIAIUI

P.O. Box 104».
LONDON E9 STP.
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Facism is an element
in our conditioning.We are not born wi—
th facist elements,but they have still worked their way into
our soceity.
E
The basic origin of racialism epmes from the time when.
blacks were used as slavetrade in this country,and it as ca»-E
rried on ever since then.
g
p
*
Facism is rather a different matter,this originates from E
"state controll"and is a mast not only to opress us,but to
make us opress others.Facism,and for that matter racialism,;.
are both connected with patriotism as the union jack is a sy
smbol of oppression,and both of these elements are part of ouryl
conditioned outlook on the world which are fed to us.by the
state,but indirectly.

the only way to wipeout facist elements is to question ev
erything that you normally accept in everyday life.Think of
changes and new pnssihileties for your lifestyle.Once you ha
ve made these changes you :;;~al"1or1.'1.lc1 find that
the element slow
_
ly wipes it ' self out ..The only way we can change anything is
if
to change ourselves first.
l
A large part of facism within our society is the policefo—
ce.Why?Because bacicallgrkmmmnnnaEmmme<Jf them are predjudiced..
against blanhs.lt was the state that originnally incouraged
f
blacks to ¢=:e:mrner*gra.*te here :5 or"-.-L the place ,but as soon as they
start aski

for equa.l ri t hizs they want to get rid of them.

Isn' T IT A HIT FEEBLE lnAT JUST THE COULOR OF A PEHSONS'SKINv
CAN DETERMINED WHEATHER UH NOT THEY ARE ACCEPTED WITHIN SOCEITY
DON'T BE PROUD TO BE BRITlSH.DON‘T BE PROUD TO BE ANY
RACE.IT IS JUST A LABEL.HEALISE WHAT IT IS AND REJECT
IT.CREATE YOUR OWN 5YMBOL.SOMETHING PQSITIVE.SOMETHING
'?jI~/. .\I HLINIATIYIE
.
I
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THIS THICK LESBIAN,PnKlSTANl,TRADE~UNIONIST oven FROM DUBLIN
TAKES HER MOTHERWINWLAW TO AN INDIAN RESTUAHANT:

“wAITEH,walTERp“SHEiSAYS."THEHE‘S A RACIAL
srensoeves IN my sour"
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I think we can definately say yes to that one!
Rape is a subject which is looked upon by the media as
disgusting and vulgar,but why doesnt the media give of
overage and support to

feminist groups?Wll basically

because they would be supporting subversion(in therir
veiw)and we all know the pressure that comes from that.p

The media do have their own polical veiws within each,
but what alternatives are they?Just another form of
oppresion.

Anyway,back to the original subject:why do some men
stoop to the level of rape?well,in some cases because they don't find any enjoyment from normal sex ,they can't
cope with

a loving relationship and turn to rape to try

to assert some sort

of warpped masoalinity.ANother elem-

ent in rapists is to try to show their mascalin aggressin over womBn.THESE things lead to rape

,a trigger in a

‘H

warpped minded persOn-A way to protest agaisnt rape is
to boycott films which portray rape as being not so bad.

Or for that matter pornographic films;they are both the
same.
END.
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ANARCHIST BAND "DIRT"
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RELEASE A

FOUR TRACK E.P.CALLED "OBJECT

REFUSE/REJECTABUSE"ON CRASS
RECQRDS (221984) .

A

In Devon they have a‘fab'fanzine called"Never surrender" %
It deals mainly with music and the well known youth cult
Punk.It uses lots of underground punk dialect which I cannot understsnd.If you are interested it costs 22p + s.a.e
from:
RICHARD HIGGINS
l2,ROCKMOUNT TERRACE
PITT LANE
BIDEFORD
DEVON
A
I
HAPPY READING!

If you are thinking of going to rock city please think about it.
The owner is a facist.He makes contributions towards various facist factions.
PLEASE BOYCOTT ROCK CITY AND LET OTHER PEOPLE KNOW WHY.
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The next time you go into a super market,avoid buying Nestle products,

well avoid buying anything really.Why?Because nestle sell powdered
baby food to third world countries and advertise that their milk is
betteh for the babies than breast milk which is total bullshit.Alarge
majority of third world women are illetarate so they cannot read the
instructions for the milk.As a result of this propagander,millions of b
abies die either of not having enough milk or having too much.Also there
is not the adequate sterilizeing equipment.
The main nestle products are C0ffe,drinking chocolate,chocolatebars
you know the usual crap.
1
g

Cheers.
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IF ANYONE AS ANYTHING TO SAY ABOUT
PLEASE LET US KNOW:

INDIVIDUALS ANON.

Jackie veevers;7 IRENE TERRACE,BASFORD.NOTTS.
THANKS TO:CATALIST COLLECTIVE,DEVON,PEOPLE AT THE ARTS&CRAFTS
CENTER,PETE FOR BING STLYLISH,ALEX THE ANARCHIST

DICTATOR,SUE THE SCAB FOR PUTTING up WITH ME,TED &
LOU FOR BEING WONDERFUL PEOPLE AND LONG LIVE LUCY
TI-IE GOAT‘. . . . . . . And ~o+ ‘Foa_<:E1'T\NQ, -|-pm “gm->'*
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